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• DESIGNING • PLANNING • STYLING •



Decor concepts was established in 2018 by Ritik in

Mumbai providing clients with fine decor services and

officially got registered as RoseWalls in mid 2019.               

Rosewalls is a leading decor company which

encompasses in Wedding Decor, with thousands of

viewers every month with exceptional trends. 

We believe  to offer creative decor ideas to make your

event  a memorable beautiful experience and

constantly creating new innovations and ideas for our

respected clients who want that WOW!! factor for their

special day and in that spirit we continue to grow and

evolve.
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STORY



TEAM
RITIK JAIN

TWINKLE SANGHVI

With an experience of 7 years at Décor and Wedding
Styling, Ritik is best known for having a knack for creative
décor concepts, excellent precision of those concepts and a
motive to surpass his client's expectations.
His association in larger-than-life royal weddings and other
personalised events has been a thorough learning
experience and proved his excellence and an eye of art. 

A hardworking and creative professional, plays a pivotal role in
making Rosewalls Décor, a brand that reaches out to every corner of
the world with the help of networking. 
Graduated in mass media, she has been associated with the
company since 2019 and has made it recognisable on social media
platforms. Equipped with multitasking skills and abilities, she
personally looks after marketing, client servicing and planning.



 PROJECTS

VENUES OUR DECOR HAS LEFT A MARK ON



HOTEL MARINE PLAZA



"THIS IS HOW YOU THIRTY"
A 30th Birthday celebrated well
with our Rustic Theme Sit Down
Dinner.

SAFFRON STAYS
- OG XANADU



SAFFRON STAYS
- BY THE BEACH

Rosewalls did the decor for our event at Alibaug and they totally nailed the brief. They were prompt to respond, took time to

understand our requirements, gave great suggestions, had amazing ideas and most importantly did everything with professionalism and

a smile. The venue looked  totally gorgeous. They have a great team who worked hard to make our event a success. We wish luck to

this young team! If you are looking for a great company to do the decor for your big event, Rosewalls would be a superb choice!

- Deepti Malik Gubbi



SOFITEL BKC

I loved the decor and it was exactly what I wanted 😍❤  

Kudos to Ritik and team for putting up what we had imagined!❤ 

- Shefali Vanigota



TOTE ON THE TURF

A  Perfect Mid-Size Venue with an outdoor
as well as an Indoor space located in the
Heart of the Maximum City!



CORONA GARDEN 
BANDRA

I know from the day I met them that twinkle

and Ritik will be doing the decor on my wedding

day. They completely understood the brief that

me and pritam gave . They understood our idea

of minimal and easily adapted to our style . They

were so understanding during the whole COVID

changes that we had to face and managed it

with ease . We trusted them completely from

the minute we had our design set and we didn't

have to look back .

They did a fabulous job . They made our day

absolutely memorable . The venue looked stunning

.I would highly recommend them for any events

that you would be going for. They are the

warmest and sweetest people to work with and

will guide you to what would work and not work .

It was a lovely time knowing and planning and

the end result spoke highly of their caliber . We

wish them all the luck ♡

- Anuradha Raman



BHOOMI PARK MALAD



POLICE GYMKHANA

KARL RESIDENCY

SAGARMATHA ARMY CLUB



NAVJIVAN SOCIETY

THE PARK NAVI MUMBAI

CAMA BAUG
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+91 90294 57956
+91 77389 57956

rosewallsdecor

rosewallsdecor

rosewallsdecor

rosewallsdecor@gmail.com

www.rosewalls.in

Shree Laxmi Commercial Premises, N.M. Joshi Marg, Byculla
(West), Mumbai  - 400 027

https://wa.me/message/7SQHPZR5C3NQP1
https://wa.me/message/7SQHPZR5C3NQP1
http://www.instagram.com/rosewallsdecor
http://www.pinterest.com/rosewallsdecor
http://www.facebook.com/rosewallsdecor
http://www.rosewalls.in/

